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A B S T R A C T

Lifetime exposure to stress leads to risk of suffering from cumulative detrimental physiological and psychological
ailments. Due to the nature of healthcare and exposure to trauma, medical professionals are particularly sus-
ceptible to the negative impacts of high stress environments. emotional intelligence plays a role in ameliorating
the risk of being negatively impacted by these stressors. As such, there is special interest to develop and imple-
ment training interventions for medical personnel that would allow them to improve emotional intelligence
potential with the goal of enabling them to handle stress better and mitigate burnout. A hyper-realistic surgical
simulation training session, replicating the intensity of a Mass-Casualty Event scenario, was implemented to allow
medical professionals to experience this in real time. Overall, the training led to increased emotional intelligence,
correlating with decreased hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis and sympathetic nervous system stress bio-
markers, cortisol and α-amylase. This novel training provides, at least, short-term improvements in emotional
intelligence that is reflected with a physiological response. These results guide the ongoing effort to develop
therapeutic tools to improve long term stress management, mitigate burnout and reduce post-traumatic stress risk
after an exposure to a Mass-Casualty event scenario.
1. Introduction

Medical professionals are often at the mercy of circumstances when
confronted with high stress and out of the ordinary scenarios such as a
Mass Casualty Event (MCE). Although these scenarios are rare and un-
precedented [23] for the majority of medical centers in the United States,
there are often well-defined, coordinated operating procedures that are
put in place to assure the effectiveness of the service provided in case
they occur [26,35]. However, even when aware of these operating pro-
cedures, personnel do not necessarily have the mental preparation to
endure and perform at their optimal efficiency in these specific circum-
stances [32]. The chances of having to confront a mass casualty event are
slim; however, the stakes are very high since the social repercussions in
the community and affected stakeholders can be very damaging [26].
Medical personnel are especially vulnerable to suffering firsthand effects
of trauma, which are different and additive to the effects of burnout [9,
32]. Burnout can be defined as overwhelming exhaustion, feelings of
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cynicism and detachment from the job, and a sense of ineffectiveness and
lack of accomplishment [25]. For this reason, there is special interest to
develop and implement training interventions for medical personnel that
would allow them to experience and bementally prepared for an scenario
such as a MCE [20,26]. Hyper-realistic surgical simulation training
events have been implemented to improve team performance while
practicing medical procedures under realistic circumstances [19]. Addi-
tionally, these interventions have the potential of preparing medical
personnel to better handle stressful environments [21]. Unfortunately,
the availability of these opportunities are rare outside of the military
sector and the scarcity of these opportunities limits experimental aca-
demic research of these environments.

Starting in 2012, Rocky Vista University, in coordination with mili-
tary training providers, has supplemented curricula of military sponsored
medical students to include a 6-day, hyper-realistic surgical training
event where a series of MCE scenarios are reenacted. Over the years,
more academic medical institutions have been added to this initiative.
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Medical students participating in these events have, for the most part, no
previous exposure to high-stress environments similar to a MCE. This
setting provides a unique opportunity to evaluate the response and
development of participants in a safe and controlled environment that
mimics a chaotic and out of the ordinary event.

Two major components become very important to begin defining the
response of medical personnel: the mental preparedness that provides
resiliency, and the physiological response that mediates the physical
response involved in well-being and performance. On one hand, it has
been demonstrated that emotional intelligence plays a role in mitigating
the risk of developing the detrimental effects of stress [4,34]. These can
manifest in immediate consequences including emotional disturbance,
insomnia, and increased alcohol usage [17], to long term effects
including a multitude of health concern and mental health issues [39]
which can lead to burnout [10,13]. Emotional intelligence is defined as
the capacity to be aware of, control, and express one’s emotions, and to
handle interpersonal relationships judiciously and empathetically. It is
malleable and can be improved [22], and in some cases, benefits have
been demonstrated to be detectable months after the initial intervention
[14]. On the other hand, physiological response allows for accurate
objective evaluation of stress effects and have been demonstrated to be
reflective of psychological stress and stress adaptation [2,8,30] which
also includes some overlap with other resilience assessments such as
hardiness [38]. Among all physiological biomarkers to assess a stress
response, salivary measurement of cortisol and α-amylase are very pop-
ular due to their reliable representation of the Hypothalamus-Pituitary
Adrenal (HPA) axis and the Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS),
respectively [12]. This is relevant since psychological connections be-
tween stress management and physiological performance are known [5,
33]. Additionally, their non-invasive collection method [37] and accu-
rate representation of stress [1,7,12] make them a reliable overview of
the stress response. The effective management of the stress response and
the development of training interventions to improve personnel effec-
tiveness is an ongoing directive among emergency response organiza-
tions and the military [21]. In addition, understanding the impact of
stress on vulnerable populations that were exposed to extreme situation
is also a priority since these populations are associated to lower longevity
and lower well-being [40]. Evaluating the various components of
emotional intelligence and the physiological response of salivary cortisol
and α-amylase in the context of a MCE can provide key insights in
defining their effect and the development of risk-reducing training stra-
tegies. Given that stressful events such as MCEs are unlikely to disappear,
continuous improvement of the mental preparedness of the personnel in
charge of handling these situations is imperative. Therefore, the objective
of this study was to evaluate the association of emotional intelligence
with cortisol and α-amylase response during simulated mass casualty
response events. An objective understanding of the response engaged by
persons in high stress and specialized professions would allow for
improved monitoring and stress management practices, thereby pre-
venting long term burnout of valuable human resources.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental design

This study was envisioned as an exploratory prospective study to
evaluate the effect of a hyper-realistic surgical simulation training session
on emotional intelligence measured by EQ-I2.0, cortisol and α-amylase
levels. The study takes advantage of privileged access to a realistic
training environment that was previously only available for the military.
These surgical trainings recreate, in high detail, the operating environ-
ment of mass-casualty scenarios where participants must perform their
medical role in a trauma unit in real time, thereby, providing an envi-
ronment to practice specific medical procedures along with emotional
management training.
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2.2. Hyper realistic immersive surgical simulation training environment

The training session is conducted at Strategic Operations (STOPS) in
San Diego, CA. STOPS is a current US Military provider of hyper-realistic
training environments for forward surgical teams and specialized combat
training. The environment recreated includes active-combat scenarios
where casualties are simulated using “Cut Suits”. These suits are
anatomically accurate which includes blood pumps to recreate blood loss
and are designed to simulate reparable surgical injuries that require the
use of standardized procedures but include the complexity of a traumatic,
life threatening injuries. Casualties and their injuries are dressed to be
relevant to the simulated scenario such as fire-arm injuries an explosion
related lacerations. Each of the casualties presents a traumatic presen-
tation that challenges participants to stabilized the situation in real time.
Since casualties arrive continuously, recreating a real-life emergency,
participating teams must partake in injury triage while treating simul-
taneous casualties. Triage is important since some of the casualties are
dressed with injuries that are beyond reasonable chance for stabilization
under the scenario conditions and participants must make decisions in
prioritizing care for casualties that do have a chance. Environmental
realism is generated with the use of controlled explosions, fire, smoke,
scents and blank ammunition. Some scenarios may include the addition
of non-injured actors such as family members of the casualties or media.
Participants are monitored at every moment and are evaluated by med-
ical instructors and STOPS personnel. Further information on the hyper-
realistic training session is presented in previous publications [19,21].

Each day’s schedule of activities is similar with debriefings and grand
rounds on cases encountered in the previous days scheduled in the
morning and simulation scenarios starting after noon. Simulated emer-
gency contingencies are started unannounced and often begin with
environmental cues (explosions, a simulated attack; this is immediately
followed by a flow of “victims” which are trained actors is unloaded
simultaneously on the group, teams Participants are aware of the purpose
of the training session but are not briefed with details of the schedule and
demands of the specific scenarios recreated. Scenarios are modified every
year, for every session.

2.3. Participants and emotional intelligence assessment

A total of 65 participants from three medical colleges took part in the
present study. Participants were sponsored by the Department of De-
fense, Army, Navy and Air Force Health Professions Scholarship Program
and were enrolled as medical students at either Rocky Vista University
(RVU), Kansas City University of Medicine and Biosciences, or Western
University of Health Sciences. All participants completed and signed
consent forms to participate in the study; the study was reviewed and
approved by the Rocky Vista University Institutional Review Board (IRB
number: 2014-0001). Emotional intelligence was evaluated at two time
points, upon arrival (day 0) and on the last day of the training session
(Wrap-up, day 5). Measurements were performed using the EQ-I2.0 in-
strument provided by Multi-Health Systems Inc. (MHS) Toronto, ON
[29]. Scores and sub scores evaluated were: Total Emotional Intelligence
(EQ), Self-Perception (SP), Self-Expression (SE), Interpersonal (IS), De-
cision Making (DM), and Stress Management (SM). A detailed timeline of
when the emotional intelligence measurements were taken is presented
in Fig. 1. The study was performed over the course of two years 2016 and
2017 as two separate cohorts, one cohort each year.

2.4. Cortisol and α-amylase assessment

Salivary samples were collected from participants at various time
points using the SalivaBio Oral Swab (SOS) method (Salimetrics LLC,
Carlsbad, CA) which has high correlation to the passive drool collection
method [16]. Time points are relatively consistent day after day where
pre-event samples are collected after the morning activities are finished
and post event samples are taken when the scenario is over in the



Fig. 1. Timeline of the hyper-realistic training session. Emotional Intelligence
evaluations are carried out at Arrival (day 0) and on the Wrap-up day (day 5).
Training on Mass Casualty Event Scenarios occurs on days 1–4. Cortisol and
α-Amylase are measured on each saliva sample taken.

Table 1
Emotional Intelligence (EQ-I2.0) descriptive statistics. Pre-event, post-event,
Difference (Δ). Main sub scores are also described.

Score/Sub
score

N Mean Std.
Dev.

Minimum Maximum

Pre-
event

EQ 63 102.38 11.93 70 127
SP 63 102.32 10.46 82 125
SE 63 101.95 12.51 71 129
IS 63 101.08 13.70 53 129
DM 63 105.03 12.00 75 132
SM 63 99.84 15.31 64 134

Post-
event

EQ 56 106.16 13.12 83 129
SP 56 106.05 10.56 83 127
SE 56 103.80 13.31 70 131
IS 56 103.14 13.57 69 127
DM 56 108.05 12.64 80 134
SM 56 104.98 17.01 68 134

Δ EQ 55 3.60 7.21 �9 34
SP 55 3.89 6.70 �10 27
SE 55 1.62 6.81 �15 21
IS 55 2.18 9.12 �23 37
DM 55 1.91 8.22 �16 30
SM 55 5.29 8.07 �13 29

EQ ¼ Emotional Quotient, SP ¼ Self-Perception, SE ¼ Self-Expression, IS ¼
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evening. Collection tubes within each day were maintained in ice and
frozen for storage (�20 �C) prior to further analysis. Frozen samples were
shipped in dry ice for in-house analysis at Salimetrics Lab and Technol-
ogy Center (Carlsbad, CA) where assays were performed by their pro-
prietary enzyme immunoassay as previously described [19]. All assays
were performed in duplicates and the values used in statistical analysis
were the average of the two measurements. A detailed timeline of the
salivary sampling schedule is presented in Fig. 1. For day 1 through 4, an
initial sample was taken before starting the schedule for the day and
recovery samples were taken immediately, 20 and 40 minutes after the
scheduled scenario was over.

2.5. Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics including observation frequencies and
emotional intelligence (EQ-I2.0) mean, standard deviation, minimum
value and maximum value were calculated using PROC FREQ and PROC
MEANS respectively on SAS/STAT v.9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary NC).
Pre-event/post event Pearson’s emotional intelligence correlation tables
along with Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency measure were calcu-
lated using PROC CORR. Only standardized EQ-I2.0 values were used.
Differences (Δ) between pre-event and post-event emotional intelligence
were calculated for each score and sub score per individual by sub-
tracting the pre-event value from the post-event value.

Time point by day Least Square (LS) means were estimated using a
Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) on Log transformed cortisol
values and on Log and squared transformed α-amylase values; this is
because cortisol and α-amylase native values are not normally distrib-
uted. These specific transformations were selected after normality eval-
uation of residuals from model fitting of several transformation
alternatives. These models included the repeated measurements by
subject and fixed effects of year and sex therefore, the individual subject
was defined as the experimental unit. Effect estimations were performed
using PROC GLIMMIX from SAS. Emotional intelligence post-event score
and sub score associations were estimated in two modes (individual pre-
event predictor and all pre-event predictors), both by GLMMs, and
included the effects of year and sex defined as fixed effects with the
repeated measurements by subject which defined it as the experimental
unit.

Associations between pre-event and post-event emotional intelli-
gence to cortisol and α-amylase values were evaluated in two modes.
First, predicting pre-event and post-event emotional intelligence scores
and sub scores using all cortisol and α-amylase time points across days
(each done independently); and second, predicting emotional intelli-
gence differentials of scores and sub scores using all cortisol and
α-amylase time points across days (independently as in previous). All
these models include year and sex defined as fixed effects (to be able to
estimate its significance. For this part transformed values were used as
described previously.

Significant differences were declared at P � 0.05. Family-wise sta-
tistical significance was denoted with a Bonferroni adjusted confidence
threshold when detected (0.05 divided by the number of tests performed
per family of tests).
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3. Results

Emotional intelligence scores and sub scores for the pre-event, post-
event and difference (Δ) assessed through the EQ-I2.0 instrument are
presented in Table 1. Pre-event scores are, on average, always improved
in this study in the post-event scores. This observation is also evident inΔ
values always being positive. Internal consistency measured by Cron-
bach’ standardized alpha was 0.8988 for the pre-event, 0.9186 for the
post-event and 0.9480 across the two time points.

Correlation between pre-event and post-event emotional intelligence
scores and sub scores are presented in Fig. 2A. Significant Pearson’s
correlations were present in the all pairwise comparisons with the
exception of post-event Decision Making vs. pre-event Interpersonal and
post-event Interpersonal vs. pre-event Decision Making. Significant co-
efficients ranged from 0.3241 to 0.8851. Associations detected through
single predictor GLMMs adjusted by year and sex displayed the exact
same pattern as Pearson’s correlations (Fig. 2B); post-event Decision
Making vs. pre-event Interpersonal and post-event Interpersonal vs. pre-
event Decision Making are the only pairwise comparisons that were not
significant. Associations detected through GLMMs that include all pre-
event scores and sub scores as predictors displayed a very different pic-
ture (Fig. 2C). Only two post-event subcomponents displayed significant
associations; first, post-event Self-Perception, which detected a signifi-
cant association to pre-event Self-Perception and Stress Management.
Second, post-event Stress Management was predicted by pre-event Stress
Management. Results presented show that both pairwise correlations and
adjusted models display strong associations that can often complicate
conjoined interpretation of their true practical relevance. For that reason,
the use of all-inclusive adjusted models presented further in the has the
ability of accounting for collinearity issues that are unaccounted in
pairwise comparisons and presenting a clearer association picture with
higher inferential potential.

Cortisol and α-amylase estimated LS mean levels are presented in
Fig. 3. Salivary cortisol levels (Fig. 3A) display a cyclical daily pattern on
all four days of MCE simulations cortisol assays had an assay CV of 1.22%
for 2016 and 0.67% for 2017, α-amylase assays had a CV 3.04% for 2016
and 9.43% for 2017. For each of these days the pre-session level is
significantly higher than all of the recovery values for the same day. In
addition, pre-session cortisol levels show an increase after the first day
suggesting a cumulative increase of preemptive stress. Recovery cortisol
values are consistently decreasing (post-session þ40 min vs immediately
post-session) as recovery time elapses even when not significant on time
Interpersonal, DM ¼ Decision Making, SM ¼ Stress Management.



Fig. 2. Emotional Intelligence internal correlations and associations. A. Signif-
icance testing of Person’s correlation of pre-event and post-even scores and sub
scores. B. Significance testing of single pre-event predictors of post-event scores
and sub scores adjusted by year and sex. C. Significance testing of all pre-event
predictors of post-event scores and sub scores adjusted by year and sex. Sig-
nificant value cells are bolded and marked with an asterisk, a double asterisk
denotes Bonferroni threshold significance. EQ ¼ Emotional Quotient, SP ¼ Self-
Perception, SE ¼ Self-Expression, IS ¼ Interpersonal, DM ¼ Decision Making,
SM ¼ Stress Management.

Fig. 3. Salivary cortisol and α-amylase least mean estimates at each time point.
A. Least mean estimates of salivary cortisol concentration (μg/dl). B. Least mean
estimates of salivary α-amylase concentration (U/ml). Estimates are adjusted by
year and sex. Bars indicate Standard Errors. Brackets with an asterisk highlight
relevant significant associations detected.
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point by day besides for day 2 (P ¼ 0.3536 for day 1; P ¼ 0.0297 for day
2; P ¼ 0.0696 for day 3 and P ¼ 0.0756 for day 4) but significant on the
time point main effect difference (P ¼ 0.0009). Alpha-amylase levels on
the first day of MCE simulation had no significant variation (Fig. 3B).
This period faded away gradually as α-amylase level patterns gradually
became more evident starting on day 2 where initial and post-session
þ40 min of recovery were different. By days 3 and 4, significant differ-
ences between initial and recovery values are consistent.

Associations between emotional intelligence measured through EQ-
I2.0, salivary cortisol and α-amylase were carried out by GLMMs time
point by day (Fig. 4). These associations allow us to interpret the relation
pattern of salivary cortisol and α-amylase levels throughout the days and
across pre and post-event emotional intelligence evaluations. These all-
inclusive models (Emotional intelligence and biomarkers together) are
more effective than pairwise correlations and adjusted models that
independently evaluate Emotional intelligence, cortisol or α-amylase
associations. Overall (Fig. 4A), the effect emotional intelligence on
cortisol had both decremental (negatively associated) and incremental
(positively associated) effects that appear at later days of the event. For
pre-event emotional intelligence values, only Stress Management sub-
4

component displayed significant decremental associations to higher
cortisol levels. For post-event emotional intelligence values, Emotional
Quotient main score, Interpersonal and Stress Management sub scores
displayed significant associations to higher cortisol levels that had mixed
decremental and incremental effects. Consistent association between pre
and post event scores were only found for Stress Management, where
higher cortisol levels pre-session on day 3 were consistently detected to
have a decremental predictive effect. In contrast to cortisol, α-amylase
(Fig. 4B) displayed an overall association to pre-event levels where more
significant associations were observed in the earlier days of the event
including arrival values on day 0. Decremental and incremental effects
were more frequent for α-amylase as opposed to cortisol levels. Pre-event
emotional intelligence scores had more frequent significant predictive
associations than post-event scores. Association consistency across pre
and post-event scores was observed at arrival, on day 0, for Emotional
Quotient main score where higher α-amylase values displayed a consis-
tent incremental effect; this was also observed in the Stress Management
sub component. Decision Making displayed a consistent mixed effect on
post-session þ20 min (incremental) and post-session þ40 min (decre-
mental) α-amylase values. No sex effects were observed for this mode.
Year differences were observed on both cortisol and α-amylase for the
post event Self Expression where the participants in 2016 displayed
lower scores that those that participated in 2017.

Emotional intelligence scores and sub score differentials explain a
different type of association to cortisol and α-amylase where the potential
of improvement is more easily visualized. For this mode, cortisol levels
displayed no associations to emotional intelligence but α-amylase level
did (Fig. 5). Delta α-amylase values displayed a more complicated pattern



Fig. 4. Associations between emotional Intelligence scores and sub scores to Cortisol and α-Amylase differential values. A. P values of cortisol differential association
(adjusted to initial concentration per day) of pre-event and post-event scores and sub scores adjusted by year and sex. B. P values of Alpha-Amylase differential
association (adjusted to initial concentration per day) of pre-event and post-event scores and sub scores adjusted by year and sex. Significant values that have
decremental effects (negatively associated) to Emotional Intelligence scores and sub scores are highlighted in red while incremental effects (positively associated) are
highlighted in green. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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with mixed decremental and incremental predictive effects (Fig. 5B).
Higher α-amylase levels were decremental and incremental at post-
session measurements on day 1, 2 and 3; and decremental on post-
session þ20 min measurements on day 3 for Δ Emotional Quotient
main score. Self-Expression, Interpersonal, Decision Making and Stress
Management differentials displayed some overlapped effects on some
5

time point similar to the main EQ. A similar year effect only associated to
Δ Self-Expression was observed as well in this mode for both biomarkers.
In summary, α-amylase levels show a higher potential for predicting
improvements in emotional intelligence scores and sub scores as
compared to cortisol levels and this is seen across both pre event, post
event and differential scores.



Fig. 5. Associations between Emotional Intelligence differential scores and sub
scores to Cortisol and α-Amylase differential values. A. P values of cortisol dif-
ferential association (adjusted to initial concentration per day) of differential
scores and sub scores adjusted by year and sex. B. P values of α-amylase dif-
ferential association (adjusted to initial concentration per day) of differential
scores and sub scores adjusted by year and sex. Significant values that have
decremental effects (negatively associated) to Emotional Intelligence scores and
sub scores are highlighted in red while incremental effects (positively associ-
ated) are highlighted in green. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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4. Discussion

This study reports cortisol and α-amylase associations to Emotional
intelligence scores and sub scores measured through the EQ-I2.0 tool.
Mild increases in Emotional intelligence in response to a simulated MCE
scenarios engaged daily during a 6-day long training session were
observed. These findings provide insight into complex physiological and
psychological processes within the context of a very high stress scenario.
6

Lifetime exposure to stress has a cumulative risk increase of detri-
mental physiological and psychological ailments. The risk for particular
detrimental effects is not the same at every stage of life. For example, the
detrimental impact of chronic stress in adulthood can be potentially
reversed once the stressor disappears, but this does not appear to be the
case for aging and younger populations. This neurobiological property of
adulthood explains the rate of disorder differences in populations
exposed to stress at different stages of people’s lives [24]. Unfortunately,
an extreme acute stress event like a MCE can overwhelm such capacity
and have lasting traumatic effects in people directly or even indirectly
exposed [6,18,27]. Because of the specific high stress environment to
which emergency medical personnel are exposed to, their risk for
developing psychological trauma is higher and can manifest itself
immediately after an extreme event [17,18] or can progressively mani-
fest over a long period of time due to chronic exposure [14,39]. It is well
documented that individuals with higher emotional intelligence are more
resilient to long term effects of stress [34,36]. For this reason, the
implementation of resilience training has become very relevant and
shown important developments. For example, implementation of a
resilience training intervention for emergency medicine residents has
demonstrated measurable beneficial effects after 6 months of a single
2-hour session [14]. In the present study, this interventional approach
which was developed with the purpose of preparing medical personnel
for emergency traumatic response in the context of an extremely stressful
event as a MCE. The results demonstrating internal associations of
emotional intelligence scores and sub scores presented in this study show
that a consistent improvement can be achieved using a dual technical and
emotional training approach which could be implemented with some
optimization as an intervention. Although this study does not provide an
evaluation of the long-term capacity of this intervention, it provides
relevant feedback on how participants respond to high intensity training
and the short-term improvement potential of their emotional intelli-
gence. This effect is evident when interpreting internal association
modeled with all scores and sub scores included; for these models, spe-
cific relevance of Self-Perception and Stress Management sub compo-
nents were crucial. Therefore, the argument can be made that
participants with higher initial scores in these two categories are better
suited for coping with the intensity of a highly stressful environment.

The hyper-realistic environment reenacted in this study provided a
strong stimulus that contrasted the differences of the HPA and SNS
response and their short-term adaptation to extreme stress. The response
of these systems is accurately represented by cortisol and α-amylase
temporal levels as assessed in this study. HPA and SNS are intimately
interconnected and provide continuous feedback that cross regulate each
other. These systems have strong participation in fear conditioning and
consolidation of emotional memories which have been implicated in
hyper arousal and re-experiencing symptoms of PTSD [31]. During the
peritraumatic period (<24 hr after the stimulus), the HPA does not
necessarily mimic the SNS response and this disparity of responses is
attributed to have a strong predictive potential of negative outcomes in
PTSD risk models. More precisely, increased SNS activity along with
decreased HPA activity are associated with higher PTSD risk in adults
[28]. HPA/SNS disparity can be evaluated by measuring cortisol and
α-amylase ratios, which provides an important image of individual’s
resilience to detrimental effects of stress [1,2,15]. The present study
presents a reference point that characterizes a high stress environment of
the magnitude of a MCE in controlled and safe conditions for the
participant, this simulated environment assures that the type and amount
of stress to which participants are exposed is even across individuals.

The incorporation of emotional intelligence to the interpretation of
HPA/SNS response patterns to high stress provides an additional context
and interpretation of what was observed. The results presented showed
an overall potential of cortisol values to predict post-event emotional
intelligence values while α-amylase values showed a wider and much
larger potential to predict pre-event values. The difference in the pre-
dictive potential of these two systems is a reflection of each individual’s
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emotional status at the moment of the event that is dictated by their
specific genetic inheritance and their life experience [3,11]. In addition,
the temporal difference in their association to emotional intelligence
indicates a fundamental difference between the two systems. The SNS
(reported by α-amylase) has an immediate response after the stimulus
occurs that makes evidence of individual’s pre-event emotional status
variability; that SNS response is gradually modulated by subsequent HPA
activation (reported by cortisol) where current HPA modulation is
initiated by the ongoing SNS response for the current stress event. For
this reason, the gradual looping modulation of HPA/SNS feedback makes
inherent HPA variation evident only after some time has passed.

High cortisol levels detected at pre-session measurements on day 3 of
the study showed a consistent negative association to pre-event and post-
event Stress Management sub scores. This finding suggests that moni-
toring stress victims (such as medical personnel) for high cortisol levels a
couple days after a highly traumatic event can be indicative of lower
resilience potential. Promptly identifying individuals with a lower
resilience potential may be a significant factor in assisting human
resource management decisions to reduce long-term psychological
damage. In terms of α-amylase, the mixed responses observed in this
study complicate their interpretation and require further study. Fortu-
nately, a consistent association was observed in arrival α-amylase values
where the arrival value was predictive of an incremental effect for several
emotional intelligence components. This association can be exploited in
practice by monitoring periodically medical personnel for their
α-amylase levels to deficiencies that could indicate poor resilience po-
tential in case an event would occur. The evaluation of differentials
suggests that a high intensity stressful event as well as interventions tend
to have a more pronounced impact in the SNS response and opposed to
the HPA response. This observation can be limited by the length of the
intervention used in this study, but may reflect more closely the devel-
opment of a real event as a MCE do not extend over a long period of time.
It is important to note that sex differences were not detected in this study
and year effect was only detected for Self Expression for both cortisol and
α-amylase.

Although the main relevance of this study is in terms of describing the
physiological stress response and its association to emotional intelligence
within a MCE context, the main limitation of this study is their lack of
long-term assessment of participants and a substantial pre assessment of
each participants psychological and biological make-up. All this in
addition to this population being highly selected academic population.
These are features that should be followed up and will be reported on in
the future, with these additions may be able to clarify clinical findings
which may have confounded effects that could bias the interpretation of
this stress response phenomenon. The addition of long-term evaluation of
emotional intelligence along with psychological and psychiatric de-
velopments of participants of this program can provide a fuller picture
that includes the effect on burnout. In addition, the continued addition of
participants to this educational program will assist in clarifying the more
complicated phenomenon observed in this study. So far, the study further
demonstrates an achievable approach for improving emotional intelli-
gence in medical students that should envision its inclusion in the formal
curricula of more medical colleges.

5. Conclusion

HPA and SNS response patterns represented by salivary cortisol and
α-amylase levels display a predictive association to emotional intelli-
gence training. Cortisol and α-amylase levels measured at specific time
points have different predictive potentials for specific emotional intelli-
gence sub components. While understating these temporal associations
can paint a reliable picture of the specific emotional skills required for
handling and performing efficiently in an extreme stress environment,
they can also direct monitoring protocols to detect vulnerable individuals
with poor resilience potential. This novel training provides short-term
increases in emotional intelligence, providing positive therapeutic
7

value that may be useful to enhance stress management and mitigate
burnout.
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